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ABSTRACT. We prove that complex uniform convexity of a complex normed

space X is equivalent to complex uniform convexity of bva(7, X). Similar

results hold also for complex uniform convexity at a point. Some consequences

for duals of certain operator spaces are discussed.

Introduction. One of the achievements in geometry of duals of operator spaces

is the result of Ruess and Stegall characterizing extreme points of unit balls of

K(X, Y)* [10]. Here A and Y are real Banach spaces and K(X, Y) is the space of all

compact linear operators from A into Y. They have shown that ext B(K(X, Y)*) =

ext B(X**) ® ext B(Y*), where we write ext B(Z) for the set of all extreme points

of the unit ball B(Z) of Z. For x** E X** and y* E Y* the functional x** <g> y* in

K(X,Y)* is defined by (x** ®y*)(T) = x**(T*y*) for every T from K(X,Y). The

same result is valid for complex Banach spaces (see [7]). Other classes of special

points in dual unit balls were also studied in [9].

For complex normed spaces Thorp and Whitley [12] introduced the notion of

complex extreme point: an element x in the unit sphere S(X) of a complex normed

space A is called complex extreme if from ||x + Ay|| < 1 for every A E A =

{z E G;\z\ < 1} it follows that y = 0. The question of characterizing complex

extreme points of B(K(X, Y)*) seems to be still open in general. In the case

X = Y = X, where )i is a Hubert space, the answer was given by Mattila [8] and,

in the more general setting of C*-algebras, by Haagerup (see [1]). The dual of

K(M) is complex uniformly convex and thus every point of S(K(H)*) is complex

extreme. The normed space X is said to be complex uniformly convex if for any

e > 0 there exists a ô > 0 such that from y E X, \\y\\ > e and ||x + At/|| < 1 for every

A € A it follows that ||x|| < 1 — 6. The notion of complex uniform convexity was

introduced by Globevnik [5]. Various kinds of moduli of complex uniform convexity

were defined in [1]. For complex normed spaces all these moduli are equivalent in

a certain sense as shown in [3]. As a consequence, uniform PL-convexity, uniform

//oo-convexity (introduced in [1]) and complex uniform convexity are equivalent

properties of a space. From [6] or by combination of results in [1 and 3] we know

that complex uniform convexity of Lt(p,X) is equivalent to that of X for any

nonnegative measure p. The aim of this note is to present some results on K(X, Y)*,
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where A is an AL-space and Y is either an AL-space or a space with complex

uniformly convex dual. Definitions and properties of AL-spaces and AM-spaces

can be found in Schaefer [11].

1. Complex convexity and finitely additive measures. Let us denote by

fi a fixed nonempty set, by 7 an algebra of subsets of fi and by A a normed space

over C. We shall write bva(7, A) for the space of all finitely additive set functions

defined on 7 and with values in A which have finite variation: <p E bva(J, A) if

and only if

M(fi) = sup i Y ll£>(£fc)ll; {Ek}kei is a finite family
[kei

of disjoint elements of 7 > < oo.

|£>|(fi) defines a norm on the vector space bva(/, A) and this space is complete if

and only if A is a Banach space [2, 4]. To compute the norm of <p E bva(J, A) it

is enough to take the supremum over all finite partitions of fi with elements in 7.

In the case A = C we simply write bva( 7).

PROPOSITION 1.1. The normed space X is complex uniformly convex if and

only if the space bva(J, A) is complex uniformly convex.

PROOF. The complex uniform convexity of A is equivalent to that of li(X) (see

[6]). Suppose that A is complex uniformly convex. It follows that for every e > 0

the modulus of complex uniform convexity c(e) of li(X), defined as

c(s) = inf{l - 11/11; ||/ + Xg\\ < 1 for every A E {1, i, -1, -i},

fEh(X), gEli(X),\\g\\>£},

is positive. Take <p and ip ^ 0 from bva( 7, X) such that for every A E {1, i, — 1, — i}

the inequality \<p + Ai/)|(Q) < 1 is valid. Denote I^Kfi) = £ > 0. Then for any

n E N we have a partition Pn of fi such that

J2\MEk)\\>e(l-2-").

Fix a partition P and write Rn for the common refinement of P and Pn. For every

A E {1,¿,—1, —i) the inequalities

X>(Ffc) + AV(^)||<l    and    £|MFfc)ll > e(l - 2"")

are valid. If we consider the sequences {<p(Fk)\ and {ip(Fk)} as elements of /i(A)

the complex uniform convexity of this space implies

J2\\f(Fk)\\<l-c(e(l-2-n)).
Un

Hence Y.p IM<?fc)ll < * - c(z(l ~ 2~")) for evei7 « € N, which yields that

M(fi) < 1 - sup{c(e(l - 2"-*)); jfc E N}.

The converse implication is straightforward.
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COROLLARY 1.2.   (i) The space bva(7) is complex uniformly convex.

(ii) For a compact Hausdorff space K the space M(K) of all countably additive

Borel measures on K is complex uniformly convex. Also, bva(7,M(K)) is complex

uniformly convex.

(iii) For any measure space (fi, E, p) and every p, where 1 < p < oo, the space

bva(7, Lp(p)) is complex uniformly convex.

In the next proposition we shall confine ourselves to the case A = C(K), the

space of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space K equipped with sup

norm. For each A E 7 and <p E hv&(7,C(K)) the value <p(A) is a continuous

function on K. For every t E K we define ¡pt: 7 —► C by <ft(A) = <p(A)(t) for

A E 7. Then pt is an element of bva(7) and |^t|(fi) < M(fi)-

PROPOSITION 1.3. A measure <p E S(bva(7,C(K))) is a complex extreme

point if and only if there exists a dense subset L of K such that for every t E L we

have |^t|(fi) = 1.

PROOF. Suppose that <p and ip are elements of bva(/, C(K)) such that for every

A € A we have \<p + At/>|(fi) < 1. This implies that for every t E L from |^t|(fi) = 1

it follows that \ift + AV>t|(fi) = 1 for every A 6 A. Thus, by Corollary 1.2, we have

ipt = 0 and, therefore, for every A E 7 the continuous function ip(A) is zero at all

points of L. Hence ip(A) = 0 and consequently ip = 0.

For the converse suppose that there exists a point to E K and a neighbourhood

U of ¿o such that for every t E U we have |^t|(fi) < 1. Then there is a continuous

function f on K with the properties: 0 < f(t) < 1, /(in) — 1 and f\(K-u) = 0-

The construction of ip now goes as follows: for every A E 7 and t E K we define

iP(A)(t) = M(A)-\<Pt\(A))-f(t).

For any A in 7 and A G A we have

\\(<p + Xi/>)(A)\\ = max{|(^ + A^)(A)(i)|; t E K}

— max < max |^(A)(i)|, sup |^>(A)(s) + A^(A)(s)| >.
{t€Uc seu J

On one hand it holds that

max|v9(A)(i)| <maxMA)(i)| = ||^(A)|| < M(A),

while on the other we see that

\<p(A)(a) + mA)(s)\ = \<p(A)(s) + Xf(s)(\p\(A) - \<p„\(A))\

<\<p(A)(S)\ + \<p\(A)-\<p3\(A)

= \<p\{A) - (\<pe\(A) - \p(A)(s)\) < b|(A).

Therefore, ||(v?-r-Aj/>)(A)|| < |^>|(A) and because of finite additivity of |^j| we obtain

for every finite partition P of fi the inequality

£ lite + AV0(£fc)|| < X M(£*) = I^K") = x>
p p

which yields \<p + Xtp\(Q) < 1 and tp is not a complex extreme point.
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REMARK. Let F be a complex AM-space with unit and K the a(F*, i?)-compact

set of all lattice homomorphisms of norm 1 on F. It is known [11] that F is

isometrically isomorphic to C(K). In this case the above proposition characterizes

complex extreme points of S(bva.(7, F)).

Let A be a complex normed space and x E S(X). Then we define the modulus

of complex uniform convexity of A at x for every e > 0 by

6x(e) = inf | ¿ ||x + iky\\ -A;yEX, \\y\\ > e \

lfc=0 J

(see also [1]). Similarly, as in [6] it can be shown that the function t —* Sx(t)/t is

nondecreasing for positive t. The following definition is limited to the purposes of

this paper.

DEFINITION. A normed space A is complex uniformly convex at x E S(X) if

the modulus 8x(e) of complex uniform convexity of A at x is strictly positive for

every e > 0.

We have already mentioned the equivalence of uniform PL-convexity and com-

plex uniform convexity. Hence this property of a normed space A implies that

this space is complex uniformly convex at every point of 5(A). If A is not finite

dimensional, the converse does not hold in general. It is easy to see that a point

x E 5(A) is complex extreme if A is complex uniformly convex at x. In spaces

C(K), K compact, the converse is also valid: these are complex uniformly convex

at every complex extreme point.

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let X and Y be complex normed spaces and || ■ || a cross-

norm on X ®Y. If for x E 5(A) and y E S(Y) the space (X ®Y,\\- ||) is complex

uniformly convex at x ® y, then X is complex uniformly convex at x and Y is

complex uniformly convex at y.

PROOF. By the definition of cross-norm it follows that for every s E X, s / 0,

3 3

J2 \\x + iks\\ - 4 = X \\x ® y + ik(s ® y)\\ - 4 > -WIND-
A:=0 fe=0

Hence <5x(||s||) > ¿z®3/(||s||), which implies that 6x<Sy(e) < mm{6x(e),6y(e)} for

every e > 0.

In the case of finitely additive measures even more can be said.

THEOREM 1.5. A complex normed space X is complex uniformly convex at

x E 5(A) if and only if for any a E 5(bva(7)) the normed space bva(J,A) is

complex uniformly convex at x <g> a.

PROOF. Let A be complex uniformly convex at x 6 5(A) and take any tp E

bva(7,A), tp 9¿ 0. Denote \\ip\\ by e. Then there exists a constant C such that

0 < G < 1 and that for every t > e/3 we have 6x(t) > Ct. Take an a from 5(bva(7))

and choose a partition P of fi such that the estimates Y^p IIVK^fc)!! > 2e/3 and
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J2p \o¡(Ek)\ > 1 - Ge/24 are valid. Hence

3
Ce

X \x ® a + ijip\(tî) - 4 + —
3 = 0

>X l^2\\xa(Ek)+i^(Ek
j=o \ p

3

P     \j=0

Let us denote by f(Ek) the value of

3

^\\xa(Ek) + i^(Ek)\\-4\a(Ek)\.
3=0

Let >? be the family of those Ek E P for which a(Ek) = 0, and let B be the

set of Ek E P such that a(Ek) ¿ 0 and ||i/j(.Efc)ll/|a|(-Efc) > e/3. Define C =

P -(AU B). It follows that £c ||V>(£fc)ll < e/3. ¿c |or|(£7fc) < e/3, and therefore

£„uS ||^(£fc)ll > e/3. For £* in B we get

/(£*) = \a(Ek)

>\a(Ek)\-6a

x +
i^(Ek)

a(Ek)

(U(Ek
>CW(Ek)\\.

\ WEk)

Since for Ek in A it holds that f(Ek) = 4||t/>(¿?fc)||, we obtain

Ce
— + X I1 ® a + ̂ ^Kfi) - 4

J=0

/> » B

>gX 11^(^)11 >%
¿US

or equivalently

G£

6 '
X \x ® a + ̂ V'l(fi) - 4 >
J=0

REMARK. For any normed spaces A and Y the following holds: lî x®y is the

complex extreme point of 5(A <g> Y), where A <g> Y is normed with a cross-norm,

then x and y are complex extreme. Theorem 1.5 shows that partial converse holds

if x is complex extreme in a special way and Y = bva(7).

2. Complex convexity in duals of certain operator spaces. In this section

we shall use the following result about representation of continuous vector-valued

functions. Let fi be a compact Hausdorff space, S the cr-algebra of Borel subsets of
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fi and Z a Banach space. By rcabv(S, Z) we denote the subspace consisting of all

regular countably additive vector measures in bva(S,Z). Singer proved (see [2, p.

182]) that the dual of G(fi, Z) is isometrically isomorphic to rcabv(S, Z*). Denote

the measure corresponding to p E G(fi, Z)* by p^. The isomorphism is then given

by <p(f) = jQfdpp for every / in G(fi, Z).

This representation will help us to get some results about complex convexity in

duals of certain operator spaces.

Let E be an AL-space with dual E*. This is an AM-space with unit [11]. Denote

by K the a(E**, E*)-compact set of all lattice homomorphisms of norm 1 on E and

by 7 the a-algebra of Borel subsets of K.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Let E, K, and 7 be as above and X be any Banach space.

Then K(E,X)* is isometrically isomorphic to rcabv(7, A").

PROOF. AM-space E* has metric approximation property [11], hence K(E,X)

is isometrically isomorphic to E* ®e X [2]. Taking into account that E* is isometri-

cally isomorphic to C(K), it follows that the next chain of isometric isomorphisms

is valid:

K(E,X) = E* <g>£ A = C(K) ®£X = C(K,X).

Using this and the above representation we get the result.

For every <p E K(E, A)* there exists a regular countably additive vector measure

p, defined on Borel subsets of K and with values in A* such that ||çé|| = ||<p||. If

we identify A E K(E,X) with the appropriate function /^ in C(K,X) in the

sense of the above mentioned isomorphisms, then the value of (p at A is given by

<p(A) = ¡K fA dp.
Let us take E = li as an illustration. Then E* = l^ = C(K) for the appropriate

K. Consequently K(li,X)* = rcabv(7, A"). On the other hand, it can be proved

directly that K(h,X)* = bva(,PN, A"). For every (p E K(h,X)* there exists an

element p<j, E bva(PN,A") such that ||c¿>|| = |^|(N) and <p(A) = j^adp^ where

an element A E K(li, X) is identified with the corresponding element a in l^ <g>£ A.

COROLLARY 2.2. (i) Let E be a complex AL-space and X a complex Banach

space with complex uniformly convex dual X. Then K(E,X)* is complex uniformly

convex.

(ii) Let E and F be complex AL-spaces. By L we denote the a(F** ,F*)-compact

set of all lattice homomorphisms of norm 1 on F. Then we identify K(E, F)* with

rcabv(7, C(L)). Hence it follows that a point in S(K(E,F)*) is complex extreme

iff for the corresponding measure p in 5(rcabv(7, C(L))) there exists a dense subset

Lv of L such that, for every t E L^,, \pt\(K) = 1.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces. If Y is reflexive, then

L(X,Y) is isometrically isomorphic to L(Y*,X*) and K(X,Y) is isometrically

isomorphic to K(Y*,X*).

PROOF. It is known that A —♦ A* is injective and an isometric linear map from

L(X,Y) into L(y*,A"), or from K(X,Y) into K(Y*,X*). To prove surjectivity

we pick an operator B E L(Y*,X*) and show that B = A* for A defined by

A = j"1 o S* o i. Here we denote by i and j the canonical embeddings of A into
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A** and Y into Y**, respectively. If Y is reflexive then j  1 is well defined, and, if

B E K(Y*,X*), then A E K(X, Y). For every y* in Y* and x in A it follows that

(A*(y*))(x) = ((j-1oB*oi)*(y*))(x)

= y*((j-1 o B*oi)(x)) = y*((j~l o B*)(i(x)))

= j((j-1oB*)(i(x)))(y*)

= (B*(i(x)))(y*) = (i(x))(By*) = (By*)(x).

COROLLARY 2.4. (i) LetX be a Banach space andY a reflexive Banach space.

Then L(X,Y)* =L(Y*,X*)* and K(X,Y)* =^K(Y*,X*)*.
(ii) Let E be a complex AL-space and Y a reflexive complex Banach space with

complex uniformly convex dual.

Then K(Y*,E*)* is complex uniformly convex.

Let us take E = /i again. Then for Y reflexive with complex uniformly convex

dual the space K(Y*,l00)* is complex uniformly convex. In particular, for every

measure space (fi, E, p) and every p E (l,oo) the space K(Lp(p),loc)* is complex

uniformly convex.
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